
LIFTING BOARDS 
AND STEEL 
SHEETS
Lifts All is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of lifting 
tools. Our wide product range supplies industries all over the 
globe with tailor-made ergonomic solutions. We lift all!
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PROWOOD
Instead of lifting manually with one or several persons - or even using a fork lift - ProWood has grown popular among 
many door and kitchen furniture manufacturers who lifts wooden boards of different sizes. Adjustable length and width 
of the placement of the vacuum cups, low building height and the ergonomic design are great advantages. 

Smooth and safe lifting
A green eye indicates when the right vacuum level has been reached and when it is safe to lift. During lifting, the load 
guard function protects from accidentally releasing the board. Proportional control makes it easy to place the board very 
carefully without it being damaged. If the board is to be mounted it can be weightlessly manipulated +/- 10 cm with the 
hands on the board, without using the control unit.

Lifts all kinds of boards
There are three different models - ProWood Mini, Prowood and ProWood Maxi. The ProWood can be chosen with or 
without tilt function. All of them have vacuum cups that are adjustable in length and width. The adjustments are easily 
made by the user, without using any tools.

ProWood

ProWood
Max load: 100 kg with tilt/ 120 kg without tilt
Control: Pro Speed Handle (PSH)
Height of gripper: 995 mm with tilt/ 748 mm without tilt
Functions: Lifting boards and sheets. Adjustable vacuum cups 
Without tilt X: 440 - 1640 mm Y: 495 - 1045 mm
With tilt X:  660 - 1640 mm Y: 645 - 1045 mm

Just push Play 
to view video on 
youtube.com/LiftsAll!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YaqmkNrovgY
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ProWood Maxi
Max load: 200 kg
Height of gripper: 1028 mm
Control: Pro Speed Handle (PSH)
Functions: Lifting and tilting boards and sheets. Adjustable vacuum cups. X: 690 - 1645 mm Y: 724 - 1044 mm

ProWood Mini
Max load: 70 kg
Height of gripper: 677 mm
Control: Pro Speed Handle (PSH)
Functions: Lifting and tilting boards and sheets. Adjustable vaccum cups. X: 510 - 610 mm Y: 305 - 605 mm

ProWood Maxi

ProWood Mini

Pro Speed-Handle - proportional lifts
The Pro Speed-Handle’s (PSH) proportional control of movement up and down means that a gentle push on the  
button smoothly moves the load. A harder push moves the load faster. Flexibility in the Bal-Trol enables fine tuning of 
vertical position by +/- 10 cm by manual influence directly on the board or sheet.

STEERING



Basic

With the all-round lift 
Basic lifting is quick and 
smooth!

Bal-Trol 

Basic

Passadvägen 10 
SE-177 70 Järfälla 
Sweden

Tel: +46 8-754 90 15 
Fax: +46 8-626 90 15 
E-mail: lifting@liftsall.se 
Website: www.liftsall.com

Overhead 
rail system

YOUR COMPLETE 
LIFTING SYSTEM 

Overhead rail system

Our lightweight overhead 
rail system is extremely 
flexible and silent.

Bal-Trol

The small, flexible lifting 
cylinder is powered by 
compressed air only.

160129

http://www.liftsall.com

